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Direct Load Control (DLC) Considering Nodal
Interrupted Energy Assessment Rate (NIEAR)

in Restructured Power Systems
Qiuwei Wu, Member, IEEE, Peng Wang, Member, IEEE, and Lalit Goel, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A direct load control (DLC) scheme of air condi-
tioning loads (ACL) considering direct monetary compensation to
ACL customers for the service interruption caused by the DLC
program is proposed in this paper for restructured power systems.
The nodal interrupted energy assessment rate (NIEAR), which is
used as the bids from the ACL customers, is utilized to determine
the direct monetary compensation to the ACL customers. The pro-
posed scheme was investigated for the PoolCo electricity market.
The optimal DLC scheme is determined based on the minimum
system operating cost which is comprised of the system energy
cost, the system spinning reserve cost and the compensation cost
to the ACL customers. Dynamic programming (DP) was used to
obtain the optimal DLC scheme. The IEEE reliability test system
(RTS) was studied to illustrate the proposed DLC scheme.

Index Terms—Air conditioning loads, direct load control, dy-
namic programming, nodal interrupted energy assessment rate,
reliability test system (RTS), restructured power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

C URRENTLY power systems in many countries are op-
erated under the competitive environment. The historic

monopoly regulated power systems have largely been replaced
by restructured power systems. The purposes of restructuring
are to introduce competition among electricity suppliers and to
provide consumers more choices in terms of suppliers and eco-
nomic benefits [1]–[4]. However, the restructuring of power sys-
tems has also been accompanied by a number of problems in-
cluding capacity shortage, transmission congestion, wholesale
price volatility, and possible reduced system reliability. Load
management has accordingly emerged as an important element
of the fine-tuning of the operation of restructured power systems
[5].

The direct load control (DLC) of air conditioning loads
(ACL) is a common load management program to shape the
load curve in order to increase the system reliability and to
reduce the system operating cost by cycling the ACL. Intensive
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studies have been done on the DLC technique. An effective
optimization method for scheduling load management was
developed based on an analytical model of the load under
control which allowed any length for the control periods and
any cycle rates [6]. The impact of dynamic dispatch of DLC on
generation system reliability performance was studied using the
Monte Carlo simulation methodology [7]. Duty Cycle Model
and the Demand-Side Design and Analysis Workstation were
described in [8]. The dynamic DLC model is coupled with a fast
piece-wise linear incremental cost economic dispatch scheme
to study the production cost implications [9]. An effective
optimization method for scheduling DLC in the commercial
buildings was presented to minimize the load reduction so as
to lessen the effects of customers’ discomfort and to maintain
the Taiwan Power Company’s total incomes [10]. A fuzzy
load model for the direct load control of appliances was first
developed and a methodology for optimizing both customer
satisfaction and utility unit commitment savings was presented
based on this fuzzy DLC load model [11]. A DLC program
controlled by local bus frequency was proposed for damping
of electro-mechanical oscillations [12] and the proposed DLC
program was studied by carrying out the case study of one load
in a three-machine system with a meshed network. Physically
based electrical models of heating, ventilation and air condi-
tioning residential loads were proposed [13] and the proposed
models were implemented and tested to assess their accuracy
and suitability in specific kinds of applications. An approach
was proposed to determine a boundary of small-signal sta-
bility performance of a power system in terms of active power
loads selected at a few buses [14]. The framework of preven-
tive modulation of selected loads through direct control for
small-disturbance angle stability enhancement was presented
[15] and the results on an equivalent of the Western Electric
Coordinating Council (WECC) system were presented [16].
An interactive evolutionary algorithm for the identification and
selection of DLC actions in electrical distribution networks was
proposed in [17].

The resultant service interruption of the DLC of ACL causes
discomfort to the customers due to the short-term temperature
increase. Traditionally, the customers who participated in the
DLC program have received an incentive rate which is the same
for all the customers. Rewarding all customers equally for par-
ticipating in the DLC program may over-compensate some cus-
tomers and under-compensate others. In a power system which
operates as a market, the operation is decentralized. In the power
market, a customer may have a choice on his reliability and may
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want to pay a higher price for a more reliable supply or pay less
for lower reliability. The customers who are willing to pay more
for their reliability will get more compensation. The interruption
cost which shows a customer willingness to pay for more (or
less) reliability should be considered in the scheme. On the other
hand, customers connected to different nodes of a power system
may also have different reliabilities and electricity prices due
to the network constraints. The same load change at different
nodes will have different effects on the system reliability. It is
therefore important to design the compensation scheme consid-
ering all these issues in the new operating environment.

In this paper, a novel compensation scheme is proposed based
on the nodal interrupted energy assessment rate (NIEAR) which
considers both nodal reliability and customer willingness to pay
for his reliability to encourage the ACL customers to participate
in the DLC program. In the scheme, the NIEAR is treated as the
bids from the ACL customers. In a time period of the DLC, if
a customer agrees to disconnect its ACL, the compensation is
determined using the NIEAR. Dynamic programming (DP) is
used to determine the optimal DLC scheme with the minimum
overall system operating cost.

The arrangement of the paper is as follows. The PoolCo elec-
tricity market comprising both the energy market and the spin-
ning reserve market is presented in Section II. The determina-
tion of the NIEAR is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the
formulation of the optimal DLC scheme considering the NIEAR
is depicted. In Section V, the IEEE RTS [18] is used to illus-
trate the proposed DLC scheme. The impacts of the proposed
DCL scheme on the system operating cost reduction and the
system reliability improvement were investigated, and the cor-
responding compensations to different customers are also pre-
sented.

II. ENERGY MARKET AND SPINNING RESERVE MARKET

The PoolCo electricity market comprising the energy market
and the spinning reserve market is used as the framework to
implement the study of the proposed DLC scheme.

In the PoolCo energy market, the electricity price is deter-
mined by the demands and the offers from generation compa-
nies considering the system constraints. Nodal prices which are
the calculated shadow prices are used. The nodal prices for each
time period are determined separately by solving the following
optimization problem.

Objective Function:

(1)

subject to the following constraints:
Power balance constraints:

(2)

(3)

Generation unit constraints:

(4)

(5)

Voltage constraints:

(6)

Transmission line flow constraints:

(7)

where and are the real and reactive power output of
generator , respectively; and are the real and reactive
power demand at node , respectively; and are the
minimum and maximum real power output of generator , re-
spectively; and are the minimum and maximum re-
active power output of generator , respectively; and
are the minimum and maximum voltage at node , respectively;

and are the minimum and maximum real power
flow allowed through transmission line , respectively; is
the voltages at nodes ; and is the admittance between
nodes and .

Lagrange function of (1)–(7) is given in (8):

(8)
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where is the number of power lines, is the number of
nodes, and , , , , , , ,

, and are the Lagrangian multipliers of
the corresponding constraints.

The nodal prices of real and reactive powers at node are the
shadow prices at the optimal solution condition of (8) and are
given by (9) and (10):

(9)

(10)

Spinning reserve (SR) is the amount of generation made
available to restore the system operation immediately after an
outage event. The ISO evaluates the SR requirements for the
system on a day to day and hour to hour basis to ensure that SR
is available when required. The ISO can procure this service
from the synchronized generation units that are able to respond
within about 10 min from the request while satisfying their
ramp rates.

In this paper, a competitive SR market is utilized to determine
the SR price which is a uniform market price of SR derived from
a competitive auction model. A generator participating in the SR
market provides the ISO with a quantity of SR in MW and a bid
price in $/MW, which indicates its price expectation per unit
real power deviation from its scheduled operating point. Once
the ISO receives all the bids, the uniform SR price for SR can
be determined. The objective is to minimize the overall SR cost.
The determination of SR price is presented as the optimization
problem below.

Objective Function:

(11)

subject to the following constraints:
SR requirement constraint:

(12)

Generator SR constraint:

(13)

Price constraint:

(14)

where is the SR provided by generator , is the
system SR requirement, is the biddable SR limit of gener-
ator , is the SR bid price of generator , and is an integer
variable to denote the selection state of a particular bid from
generator .

Fig. 1. SR limit of a generator.

The biddable SR limit for generator can be obtained using
(15) [4]:

(15)

where is the ramp rate of generator , and are
real power output of generator at time and , is the
capacity available of generator and is the difference between
the maximum and actual real power outputs. Fig. 1 shows the
dynamic determination of SR limit of a generator at any time
period.

As described in (15), in order to determine the biddable SR
capacity for period the first step is to find the smaller quantity
between the ramp rate and the ramp rate minus .
The minimum value from the smaller and the available capacity
is the biddable capacity.

If the generation difference between time period and time
period is positive, the biddable SR capacity will be reduced.
The available capacity is the difference between the maximum
generation output and the actual generation output in time pe-
riod . The available capacity of the generator is another limit
for the biddable SR capacity. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the bid-
dable SR capacity is the black block.

III. DETERMINATION OF NIEAR

The IEAR is a system reliability index which relates system
customer energy losses caused by electric power interruptions
to the worth of the system reliability through customer interrup-
tion costs. A generic method for calculating the IEAR was pre-
sented in [19] and both the frequency and duration approach and
the Monte Carlo simulation approach were used to calculate the
IEAR. In [20], the method of calculating the IEAR was extended
to composite power systems. In [21] and [22], the IEAR assess-
ment method in [19] was extended to assess the IEAR of distri-
bution systems and overall power systems. The system IEAR is
defined as the ratio between the expected customer interruption
cost and the expected energy not supplied.
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Nodal IEAR is defined in this paper to relate the nodal en-
ergy losses to the worth of nodal reliability in order to deter-
mine the compensations to different customers. The NIEAR is
calculated using the nodal expected customer interruption cost
and the nodal expected energy not supplied. The NIEAR can be
determined by using contingency enumeration reliability tech-
niques. The details of the calculation of the NIEAR are pre-
sented below.

Considering an -bus power system with independent
components, for contingency state with exactly failed
components, the state probability , the state departure rate

, the frequency of the system departing from the state ,
and state duration are given in (16)–(19):

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

where , , , and are the availability, unavailability,
failure rate, and repair rate of component , respectively.

The expected energy not served at node , , is given
in (20):

(20)

where is the load curtailment at node under contingency
, NC is the total number of the considered contingencies.

The expected customer interruption cost at node ,
is given in (21):

(21)

where is the customer cost for interruption duration
at node under contingency which can be obtained from the
customer damage functions (CDF) at node .

The CDF has been developed to evaluate the customer losses
due to the electric service interruptions which is a cost esti-
mate associated with power supply interruption duration and
customer sectors [23], [24]. In this paper, all the customers are
assumed to be ACL customers and the corresponding CDF [23],
[24] is used.

The NIEAR at node can be calculated by (22):

(22)

IV. DLC FORMULATION AND SOLUTION ALGORITHM

The objective of the DLC is to schedule the cycling on/off
times and durations of ACL customers at different nodes based
on their interruption costs, aiming to reduce the peak load. In
restructured power systems, the power price is high when the
demand is high. Therefore, the objective of the DLC can be in-
terpreted as reducing the overall system operating cost as much
as possible.

The objective of the proposed DLC is to minimize the overall
system operating cost comprising the energy cost, the spinning
reserve cost and the compensation to the ACL customers. The
formulation of the DLC problem considering the NIEAR is pre-
sented in the dynamic recursive form below.

At the th stage of the DLC, the objective is to minimize the
cumulated system operating cost of the th state:

(23)

where is the number of the ACL groups, is the
state of the th group, is the NIEAR of the th group
connects, is the load of the th group, is the selected
set of feasible states at the th stage, subject to the fol-
lowing constraints:

Power flow constraints:

(24)

(25)

where and are the real and reactive power
outputs of the th generator at the th state of the th stage,
respectively, and are the real and reactive
power demand of node at the th state of the th stage after the
DLC, respectively. It is assumed that the power factor of node

does not change before and after the DLC.
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In (24), can be obtained using (26), shown at the
bottom of the page, where is the real power demand of
node at the th stage before DLC, is the DLC
capacity of node at the th state of the th stage, is
the real power demand payback of node at the th stage.

DLC capacity constraint:

(27)

where is the DLC starting hour.
Based on the DLC status at previous stages, the employed

load pay-back pattern of node at the th stage is
calculated using (28) [9]:

(28)

The accumulated disconnection time of the th ACL at the th
stage is given in (29), shown at the bottom of the page, where
is the time interval of each stage and is the dispatch state
of the th ACL at the th stage. is 1 if ACL is connected
to the system; otherwise, is 0. The constraint of is
given in (30):

if
and if
otherwise

(30)

where and are the maximum and minimum ac-
cumulated disconnected times of the th ACL, respectively.

The generation, voltage, power line flow and system spinning
reserve constraints are same as those in Section II.

To deal with the variation of the on/off control duration of the
ACL, DP is utilized to solve the DLC problem. The DLC period
is divided into a number of time intervals, each of which is de-
fined as a stage in the DP. In each stage, a state set is given which
includes all the possible DLC dispatch states combined with the
corresponding energy market clearing state and spinning reserve
clearing state. In such a state, the cumulative system operating
cost is the minimum.

The forward DP approach is used to determine the optimal
DLC scheme. One candidate DLC dispatch state at current stage

reaches all the feasible DLC dispatch states at the next stage
subject to the physical constraints of the ACL. In those feasible
DLC dispatch states, the state with the minimum system op-
erating cost is chosen as the candidate DLC dispatch state at
the next stage. To avoid the explosion of the computation di-
mension, only candidate DLC dispatch states are chosen at
each stage. The selection of the candidate DLC dispatch states
is based on the system operating cost. The chosen DLC dis-
patch states at each stage are with the smallest system oper-
ating costs.

The flowchart of the solution algorithm is demonstrated in
Fig. 2.

The steps of the solution algorithm are described below:

Step 1) Determine the system loads with all possible DLC
schemes.

Step 2) Calculate the system energy cost using (1) and
system spinning reserve cost using (11) from time
1 to time .

Step 3) Determine the candidate DLC dispatch states at
each stage of the period using DP which are with
the smallest system operating costs among all
the feasible DLC dispatch states, the DLC time
period is from time to time .

Step 4) Calculate the cumulative system operating costs
after DLC period with the candidate DLC
schemes.

Step 5) Determine the optimal DLC scheme with the
minimum cumulative system operating cost.

Step 6) Implement the reliability evaluation for the system
with and without the optimal DLC scheme to study
the reliability improvement of the system.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to illustrate the impacts of the proposed DLC scheme
on the peak load shaving, the system reliability and the system
operating cost, the IEEE RTS [18] was studied using the pro-
gram developed based on MATPOWER [25]. The single line
diagram of RTS is shown in Fig. 3.

The DLC is implemented during the peak load periods from
17:00 to 20:00 h. Ten ACLs are connected to different nodes
of the system. The nodal NIEAR and ACL capacity of each
node are shown in Table I. Each stage of the DP structure is
1 h and includes 1024 states with different DLC dispatch states.

if there is no DLC at node
if there is DLC at node

(26)

if and
if and
if and
if and

(29)
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the solution algorithm.

In order to avoid the explosion of the computation dimension,
100 candidate DLC dispatch states were chosen at each stage.

Two cases were studied to investigate the impact of the pro-
posed DLC scheme of ACL on system operating cost reduc-
tion and system reliability improvement. Case 1 is the base case
without the DLC. The proposed DLC scheme is implemented
in Case 2. The load curves of ACL customers for Cases 1 and 2
are illustrated in Fig. 4.

A. System Operating Cost Analysis

The system operating costs for the two cases were calcu-
lated to demonstrate the system operating cost reduction of the
DLC schemes. The energy costs of Cases 1 and 2 are shown in
Table II.

With the proposed DLC scheme, the energy cost is reduced
from $431 276 of Case 1 to $429 622 of Case 2. The reduction of
total energy cost is $3654 and the percentage change of energy
cost is 0.85%.

The spinning reserve costs of Cases 1 and 2 are listed in
Table III. The spinning reserve costs of Cases 1 and 2 are
$38 505 and $37 080, respectively. The reduction of spinning

Fig. 3. Single line diagram of the RTS.

TABLE I
NODAL IEAR AND ACL CAPACITY

reserve cost is $4172. The spinning reserve cost is reduced by
7.4%.

The compensation costs for ACL customers are shown in
Table IV. The ACL customers are compensated based on their
NIEARs. The compensation for the ACL customer at node 4 is
the largest and the compensation for the ACL customers at node
6 is the smallest. The total compensation for the ACL customers
is $6253.7.

The total system operating costs for Cases 1 and 2 are shown
in Table V. The system operating cost is reduced from $486 935
of Case 1 to $485 404.7 of Case 2. The reduction of the system
operating cost is $1530.3 and the percentage change of the
system operating cost is 0.31%. Hence the system operating
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Fig. 4. Load curves of ACL customers for Cases 1 and 2.

TABLE II
ENERGY COSTS OF CASES 1 AND 2

TABLE III
SPINNING RESERVE COSTS OF CASES 1 AND 2

TABLE IV
COMPENSATION FOR ACL CUSTOMERS

TABLE V
SYSTEM OPERATING COSTS OF CASES 1 AND 2

cost is reduced by implementing the proposed DLC scheme of
ACL.

TABLE VI
SYSTEM RELIABILITY INDICES FOR CASES 1AND 2

B. System Reliability Improvement

The system EENS for Cases 1 and 2 were calculated to ana-
lyze the system reliability improvement of the proposed DLC
scheme. The system EENS for Cases 1 and 2 are shown in
Table VI.

The EENS of the system is reduced from 424.81 MWh of
Case 1 to 267.94 MWh of Case 2 and the percentage change is
36.93%. It can be concluded that the proposed DLC scheme can
significantly improve the system reliability.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A DLC scheme of ACL considering the NIEAR is proposed
for restructured power systems in order to encourage the ACL
customers to participate in the DLC program and to compen-
sate the ACL customers according to their contribution to the
system reliability improvement at the same time. The NIEAR is
used to determine the compensation rate to the ACL customers
for participating in the DLC program. DP is used to determine
the optimal DLC scheme of ACL under the minimum system
operating cost.

The IEEE RTS was used to illustrate the proposed DLC
scheme. The simulation results with and without the proposed
DLC technique show that the developed DLC scheme can
improve the system reliability and reduce the system operating
cost of restructured power systems. Moreover, the proposed
DLC scheme compensates the ACL customers based on the
NIEARs. The scheme will be more acceptable to the ACL
customers because it is reasonable and fair.
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